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Want to learn more about the apps in the Adobe Creative Cloud? Here are some

upcoming exciting opportunities.

Remember: all Seneca employees and full-time students have access to the .

Adobe’s Summer Faculty Creative Jams

In the March 2019 issue of the Academic Newsletter (see the Jam-packed Fun at Seneca –

Seneca’s Adobe Creative Jam for Employees and Students article), we showed you what can

happen when a group of Seneca employees get together for an Adobe Creative Jam (the first

ever Adobe Creative Jam for employees). Our event was such a success that Adobe is re-

creating the experience virtually this summer!

Drop-in Faculty Creative Jams allow faculty to quickly learn a digital design tool, work

through a classroom project, and gain live feedback from industry professionals. Tune in live

and work remotely to learn and compete alongside faculty from other colleges and

universities.

Two types of Creative Jams will be offered this summer:

Adobe Premiere Rush Jams for storytelling

Thursday, June 27 and Tuesday, July 9

Tuesday, July 30 and Tuesday, August 6
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Adobe Xd Jams for experience design

Tuesday, July 9 and Tuesday, July 16

Tuesday, August 6 and Tuesday, August 13

Adobe is hosting each event as two mandatory sessions – session one kicks off the event

with a bootcamp and the design challenge; session two contains the team presentations and

judges’ feedback.

To join a Creative Jam this summer and get caught up on the newest Adobe software tools,

email Amy Lin (amy.lin@senecacollege.ca).

Adobe Creative Spaces

The Adobe Creative Spaces initiative will bring faculty together to collaborate and explore

new technologies and investigate how it enhances teaching and learning. We will support the

learning of the new applications, help you use them effectively in your classroom, and our

team will gather the evidence from faculty and students to measure impact of these

applications.

We're curating resources on our website around the use of Adobe Spark, Adobe Portfolio,

and AdobePhotoshop: Adobe Creative Cloud at Seneca.

To get started, come to one of our Adobe workshops. While there, you’ll learn about the app

and the Creative Spaces initiative. Visit the Teaching & Learning Centre’s calendar for

upcoming workshop dates and details.
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